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Motivation 

¤  Syntactic parsing of natural language has become more 
robust in the last few decades with data-driven and grammar-
based methods 
¤  Many approaches only focus on constituency-based 

representations of  English and a few other languages 

¤  Models and algorithms are often tailored to properties of specific 
languages or languages groups 

¤  Eryiğit et al.  demonstrate that free-constituent order and 
morphologically rich languages can be better analyzed using 
dependency-based representations and sublexical units 



Dependency Parsing of Turkish 

¤  Eryiğit et al. focus on Turkish, but view it as “representative of a 
class of languages that are very different from English and 
most other languages that have been studied in the parsing 
literature” 

¤  Experiments investigate issues surrounding morphology, 
lexicalization, and parsing methodology  

¤  Introduce two dependency parsing models, one probabilistic  
and one classifier-based that incorporates lexicalization 



Turkish Morphology  

¤  Turkish is a highly agglutinative, free constituent order 
language spoken by around 70 million people worldwide 

¤  Because so much syntactic information is mediated by 
morphology in Turkish, it insufficient for a parser to only identify  
dependency relations between orthographic words 

 

¤  For example… 



OSMANLILAŞTIRAMAYABİLECEKLERİMİZDENMİŞSİNİZCESİNE 
 
 

‘Behaving as if you were of those whom we might 
consider not converting into an Ottoman’ 

 
 



49 letters, 13 morphemes… 

 

 

 

OSMAN 
   +LI 
    +LAŞ 
      +TIR 
      +AMA 
         +YABİL 
        +ECEK 
            +LER  
           +İMİZ 
             +DEN 
               +MİŞ 
                 +SİNİZ 
                +CESİNE 

 



Another example 

Bu okuldaki öğrencilerin en akıllısı şurada duran küçük kızdır 

The school+at+this students-s’ most intelligence+with+of  
there stand+ing little girl+is 

The most intelligent of the students in this school is the little 
girl standing there 

 



Inflectional Groups (IGs) 

¤  Eryiğit et al. build on previous work on Turkish morphology by 
splitting Turkish words into Inflectional Groups 

¤  IGs express the root and derivational elements of a word, and 
are separated by Derivational Boundaries (DBs) 

¤  IGs are are also annotated with POS and inflectional features  



Dependency Tree with IGs 

= word boundaries   = IG boundaries   + = morpheme boundaries 



Treebank & Evaluation 

¤  Turkish Treebank, a small subset of the Metu Turkish Corpus 
¤  A balanced corpus of 5,000+ sentences; words are represented with 

IG-based gold-standard morphological representations and 
dependency links between IGs  

¤  Evaluated on entire treebank using 10-fold cross-validation 

¤  Results reported as mean scores of the cross-validation, with 
standard error taken into account  

¤  Evaluation Metrics 
¤  Unlabeled Attachment Score (ASU)– proportion of IGs that are 

attached to the correct head 

¤  Labeled Attachment Score (ASL)– proportion of IGs that are both 
attached to the correct head and labeled correctly 



Parsing Models I  
Probabilistic Dependency Parser  

¤  Data-driven, statistical parser that uses a conditional 
probabilistic model 

¤  Assigns a probability to each candidate dependency link 
based on frequency of similar dependencies in the training set 

¤        Fnf n 

 

¤  sgerhth 



Parsing Model II  
Classifier-Based Dependency Parser  

¤  Data-driven, deterministic classifier-based parser using 
discriminative learning  

¤  Linear-time algorithm that derives a labeled dependency graph    
in one pass, with partially processed tokens stored in a stack and 
remaining input tokens stored in a list 

¤  Types of Parsing Actions 
¤  Shift: Push the next token onto the sack  

¤  Left-Arcr: Add a dependency arc from the next token to the top token 
(r), then pop the stack  

¤  Right-Arcr: Add a dependency arc from the top token to the next 
token(r), then replace next token with the top token at head of input list  



Parsing Model II  
Lexicalization  

¤  The classifier-based parser                                                  
incorporates various levels                                                                  of 
lexicalization  

¤  Lexicalization can improve                                                            
parsing accuracy under this                                                           
model because, unlike the          
probabilistic model, it is less         
sensitive to sparse data 
¤  Unlabeled scores are higher 

      than labeled scores                       



 
 Probabilistic Dependency Parser Results 
 

¤  The IG-based model outperformed the word-based model in 
terms of both Unlabeled and Labeled Attachment Score 
¤  IG-based model considers IG and word relations and head words 

¤  Word-based model ignores within-word dependencies and labels  



Classifier-Based Dependency Parser Results 

   

 

 

 

 

 

¤  The authors’ Unlabeled Attachment Score of 75.8 is the highest 
reported accuracy for parsing the Turkish Treebank 

 

 



Conclusion  

¤  Using sublexical parsing units (IGs) substantially improves 
parsing accuracy for Turkish  

¤  Parsing of Turkish (and by extension, other morphologically rich 
and flexible constituent order languages) benefits from 
incorporating dependency relations 

¤  Future work  
¤  Extend the existing system to cover other languages 

¤  Incorporate non-projective dependency structures (crossing arcs) 
into the classifier-based parsing model  
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  Questions? 

¤ Thanks for your attention!  


